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Comments: 

 One campus would be nice but until local area grows it's economy/tax base and there is growth in student 
 body numbers  I don't really see the need for a building project.  I would be more in favor of needed repairs and upkeep.  

Affordability? 

Change is important and so are upgrades to the buildings. My concerns are the distance from downtown to the Northside  
of the high school where the elementary will be. How many kids currently walk to school? This seems far for Elementary  
students to walk and with highschoolers driving in and out of the parking lot st the high school I fear younger children will be  
making their way to school via this route on foot. Additionally the community just had a brand new playground put in for the students.  
Who will pay for a new one at the new location?  

Combing resources across the district would allow for updates and sharing of staff/administration. 

Having all students on one campus would be a huge help to parents with drop off and pick up too.  
Having all elementary staff together would make better consistency through elementary.  

Help them withe social distancing during these times of the school’s are separated  

I agree with all of the above reasons. It is too difficult for a principal to support staff and students at two different locations. 

I attended the board meeting where the bond ideas were shared I feel that a new consolidated elementary and one campus is  
the very best option that was offered.  

I dont have childern that attend the elementary  
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I feel that the students and staff will have a chance to feel more unified as a district with this plan.  
Parents will have an easier time with all students in a central campus location.  

I feel that we would need much more information to make a definite decision  

I think it would be easier for parents to have all their children close in age in one building. I also think it  
would allow staff to connect on students and programs across the grade levels more efficiently.  

If we are proposing a new building, why year down a portion of Thomas Read?  
Especially the portion that is built like a Sherman tank! This building could become  
apartments or housing of some sort of we are not going to use the building as part of the school. 

I'm confused...exactly what part(s) of Thomas Reed would be torn down ? Or all of it ? ... 

It makes the most sense. 

It would be much more efficient and cost effective to have the elementary grades combined into one building.  
It would eliminate the need for extra transportation cost that could then be spent elsewhere. Also it is my sincere  
hope that the parking drop off and bus location for the elementary could be redesigned or moved to combine all grades into  
one complex. As the current system at Thomas Reed, in regards to parking etc. Is in my opinion ridiculously dangerous  
especially when taken into account the need for students to cross 6th street.  Which becomes a high traffic area at start and end of school. 

It would better utilize the staff. 

It's good for kids to have interaction with kid's of different ages.  Do NOT put all the same age kids together.  It is traumatic for them to  
have to move into various schools as they grow up.  Keep it as few as possible. 

Much needed and long overdue! 

No strong feeling either way 

Old doesn’t mean not functional or sound.  Many new structures built in the past few years are already  
deteriorating because they are not built with the quality that older buildings are.  Also New Era houses  
4th and 5th, not 3rd and 4th. 

Our schools desperately need improvements to drive new families and students for enrollment. Also our children deserve  
upgrades and efficiencies for productive learning.  

Something needs to change.  Even if it’s just that the MS gets an addition and  
upgrading and 4&5th is moved into that building.  

Stop asking to raise taxes. 

The elementry already used to be K-5. Building another building will not increase room nor it will it  
help with staffing and the ammount of children that will be there 

There are many benefits to having all of the students on one campus.  Mainly it would add program  
directors better access to students. It would also improve bussing, maintenance and meal drop off.   
The buildings are old and outdated making it impossible to bring in new technology needed to keep us  
up to date with the world around us.  The buildings are also unsafe with offices located away from the  
main doorways and no secure vestibules.   

There is nothing wrong with the way it is  

This also benefits family's who drop children off and don't have to travel to multiple facility's in different towns. What would this do for 
 the sports team practice areas and youth practice area opportunities? What is the Budget and where are the funds coming from? 
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This is a wonderful idea! 

This is something I believe would be great for community and the kids 

This is very much needed for safety -‘d to improve educational time that is wasted with transporting.  

Thomas Read is K-3 and New Era is 4-5  the information states k-2 and 3& 4 at New Era.   

Though I don't have kids that go to Shelby, I work for Shelby High School and I 100% support these renovations. They are badly  
needed to our buildings to provide the best learning environment to our kids. 

Utilize and upkeep what we have.  The taxpayers cant afford anymore taxes.  Alot of the voting community in town doesn't own  
their own homes to even pay for this.  Our elderly can afford the tax increase either. 

We NEED a new elementary building!!! 

We need to take care of what we have before we build a new building I have seen lots of stuff in the 
 highschool that needs attention also we are still paying for like the addition we put on benona elementary  
that was sold for a lot less than what we had in to it and before you question that I'm the one who tore that  
building down and know alittle about it 

We need to use the existing buildings we have until the current debt is paid off! 

While I do believe that a more centralized campus would benefit students and staff tremendously, I feel that right now might not yet be  
the time for this big of a project. Until we can figure out how to get more people in the district to work/pay property taxes we may need to  
consider much needed repairs/replacement of existing buildings/equipment/technology. Again, let me say that if times were different I would  
love to see a new campus built. 
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Refreshed Seating at PAC 
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Comments: 

A space for wrestling and cheer is desperately needed for both middle and high school programs.   
Practicing in a cafeteria and unsanitary.  Mats need to be in a space where they can stay rolled out  
and sanitized and dried thoroughly between use.  I don't see these addressed in the plan.  

Absolutely needs to happen. I do not live in Shelby but would work at helping to get Shelby community members on board.  

add a wrestling room  

Anything for our kids and community. 

Build a wrestling room 

Compared to surrounding schools, Shelby has not had any major improvements and is so far  
behind in renovations it’s embarrassing. We have got to do better as a district in making it look nicer and welcoming.  

Compared to surrounding schools, Shelby has not had any major improvements and is so far  
behind in renovations it’s embarrassing. We have got to do better as a district in making it look nicer and welcoming.  

Compared to surrounding schools, Shelby has not had any major improvements and is so far behind in  
renovations it’s embarrassing. We have got to do better as a district in making it look nicer and welcoming.  
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I appreciated the opportunity to take this survey. I hope to see some common sense involved as the idea of a  
bond moves forward. Perhaps an alternative bond idea would be to consolidate students from New Era into existing buildings,  
if space allows and expand on the current buildings as well? I believe this was included in a bond idea a few years ago.  
I do agree that logistics around the current elementary campus are a mess! 

I don't live in the district 

I just wish there would have been more preventative maintenance done at the newest  
building in our district. It is very sad to see such a long list of repairs/replacements for the  
high school. I think proper maintenance is very important and it seems that is has been neglected for years. 

Improvements for security are important. Technology upgrades are important. We need to provide our children a safe and  
healthy environment and make our school system attractive to more families so we can sustain our athletics and performing arts 
programs  

It’s time for the residents in Shelby to approve these proposals and make Shelby Public  
Schools an attractive school (educationally speaking) to current and future students as well as its residents.  

Let’s do this ASAP 

Only if all three levels are maintained; I do not want my middle school children in a high school building. 

Please fix the the middle school gym as well. 

Streamline your basic needs for safety first. Too much is included for the conservative, poor area.  

This idea has come up time and time again, on a consistent basis the members of thos community have stated  
their support for the schools, but we the people oppose funding these projects with debt. Present an idea that doesn't  
raise taxes or cause the community to pay more for something that isn't needed. Routine maintenance is needed and should be  
built into the operating budget, but excess spending on a new building is uncalled for. 

We are steadily losing students to Hart and Montague due to their updates of technology and classes offered.  
It’s important to keep up or continue to decline.  

We generally support anything it takes to meet the needs of our kids. However, due to the state of  
the economy and lay-offs in our family, our personal budget will unfortunately impact our support at this time.   
If things improve for us as a family, we will definitely be supportive of future improvements. 

We need a new superintendent he sucks  

We need a new superintendent he sucks  

With uncertain times and a poorer community, why do this now? 

Yes, let’s do it! 

You really don't need more of our money.  
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Comments: 

As an active member of this community, this idea has come up time and time again, the members of the  
community support the schools, but oppose funding these projects with debt. Present an idea that doesn't  
raise taxes or cause the community to paid more for something that isn't needed. Routine maintenance is needed,  
but excess spending on a new building is uncalled for. 

As long as the money is used to make our district better, I’m in support.  

Depending on the increase 

Fully support funding for our public schools. As future parents we have thought of looking into private schooling due  
to the lack of resources in the public schools. My husband and I are both Shelby graduates and it is sad we have even 
 thought of other options. As a mechanical engineer and a nurse we strongly value education and understand its importance  
to the community. (To specify not just STEM classes but wood shop, liberal arts and extra curricular options need funding as well.)  
I also understand that you are doing the best you can with the little funding you have, so thank you.   

I can’t vote as I don’t live in the district, but would donate time  to help with project.  

i don't live in the district  

I need more information to support improvements I probably won't support a new building  

I support the education of our children. 
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I would like to see the the high school have a face lift. That building looks old 
 and tired. For that building to be one of the newer buildings it sure looks just as  
old as the rest of the building.  

I would support a tax increase as long as there is some fiscal responsibility involved.  

If a space for wrestling & cheer is in the plan then I would definitely support.   

I'm an employee, but not SPS tax payer (I support it, but wouldn't be paying on it.) 

It’s an expectation with the growing needs 

Lack of bus for Chapita hills single mothers that have to walk with there baby and all kids some of the mothers  
work and don’t have a way to get kids to school  

My main concern would be doing something to ensure the safety of small children when getting picked up and  
dropped off at Thomas Reed. As it is the current layout of those facilities is dangerous in the extreme. Mostly  
due in large part to parent drop off traffic. I have lost count of the times I have watched near misses happen  
around that school's vehicle parking and travelways, and would hope that this could be addressed before  
someone is severely injured. 

Stop trying to increase taxes. The citizens of Shelby are not your bank. 

The last one never got used for what it was intended for so why should we give more  
money the kids have to pay for everything now 

Tired of there being big requests for more "improvements" every time we turn around.   
Nicer buildings do not make smarter kids.  However, basic maintenance is of course important. (roofs, etc.) 

Totally worth it.  

What about a steps approach? Multiple issues and plans will seem overwhelming and expensive  
in an area with a high poverty level.  

 


